
A dramatic transformation is occurring within the design

industry. Front runners among strategic design agencies are

working in increasingly complex projects and are starting to

redefine their role and services in relation to corporate cli-

ents.

This development is taking place along with an increased

demand in the market place for new thinking and new ways

of innovating. In the face of globalization, successful corpo-

rations can no longer attain growth through optimization of

processes alone   instead they must accelerate their innova-

tion rate. Several professional design agencies have been

aware of the existence of a new opportunity for quite some

time and have been working hard to become strategic inno-

vation partners for corporate clients.

The projects that the strategic design agencies are in-

volved in are larger, more complex and characterized by

people working together in multidisciplinary teams. In ge-

neral, projects stay “open” for longer periods of time. Also,

designers don’t just fix problems  they generate new opport-

unities and are mastering unframed problem solving. This

is a departure from the traditional design approach of

“framed problem solving”, where the designer solves a spe-

cific challenge with a particular product, such as a building,

graphic communication or a new identity. Several strategic

design agencies refer to their projects as “fuzzy situations”,

where they need to work and navigate in new ways because

the paths are not known in advance. The agencies take part

in the identification of the challenges, and the solution can

take any shape or form, both physical and immaterial. 

This leads to new tools and process skills, which strate-

gic design agencies are developing at increasing speed. The

agencies are using a wide variety of methods. Some are tra-

ditional design skills, based on individual experience and

intuition. Others are taken from disciplines such as psycho-

logy, anthropology and knowledge management (see figure

1). In the following you will find examples of  creative prob-

lem solving. We look at some of the tools developed and

used by Bruce Mau Design, IDEO, Humantific and professor

Min Basadur. Other companies which are working along the

same lines are the Doblin Group, The Idea Factory and

Stone Yamashita & Partners. 

First, however, it will be useful to categorize the design

agencies according to how they handle questions of method

and design skills. There would currently appear to be two

distinct approaches: One direction growing from a tradition

of the aesthetics and arts. The other from a tradition of func-

tionality and science. 

Artful navigation
Design agencies with an arts  based approach are generally

hyper alert market place trend spotters. They like to think of

themselves as being on the cutting edge of development,

and will constantly incorporate new trends and new values

into their work. In this way they readily offer the client new

and radically different perspectives, which will help reframe

questions and create new opportunities. They generally at-

tract a lot of attention from the media, mainly because they

are masters of delivering original perspectives   and because

they do this in a highly aesthetic and seductive manner. 

The artful navigation agencies resemble the more tradi-

tional design agencies in the sense that they rely on intuitive

methods and processes and resist a more explicit approach.

Each process is unique and artistic in itself, and does not

build on explicit models or a visualization of a process. This
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does not mean that there are no systematic approaches or

principles, or that arts based navigation agencies reinvent

the wheel every time they start a new project. However, pro-

cess knowledge is to a large extent embedded in individuals,

and is based on practical experience and intuition. 

Scientific navigation
Moving towards a more scientific approach to design, we

find agencies that have made a point of documenting and de-

veloping explicit design methods and processes, which can

then be shared internally as well as externally with the client.

When listening in on the scientific navigation agencies, it is

clear that they have a conscious process language   and the

methods applied are consciously debated and reflected

upon. This means there is a parallel track to WHAT they are

doing which we could call HOW they are doing it. 

As a consequence, it is much easier for this type of agency

to involve the client in the process. This kind of agency is

able to step out of the role of designer and become a process

facilitator instead. This constitutes a very interesting change,

firstly because the know how and experience of the client are

brought into play and become an important part of the pro-

cess (the advantage being that the solution selected is close-

ly aligned with the client’s needs and situation). Secondly,

and just as importantly, the client will not only benefit from

the final results, but also from the process itself. According

to Dan Schwartz, project manager at IDEO in Boston, design

processes have become valuable learning experiences, which

take clients to a new level and influence other projects they

undertake. As a consequence, many clients have chosen to

make IDEO a long term strategic innovation partner. 

The arts based and the scientific navigation agencies alike

help their clients through a strategic process in which they

define problems and explore new opportunities. Yet scien-

tific navigation agencies are the ones with the explicit skill.

They enable themselves and clients to perform the flight of

innovation with their eyes open.

A Temple of Chaos
One of the most prominent strategic design agencies using

an arts based approach is Bruce Mau Design (BMD) in To-

ronto, Canada. Upon entering their domicile in the upper

storey of an old warehouse in Chinatown, one gets an imme-

diate sense of new and playful ways of thinking and working.

Apart from the restroom facilities and a single corner office,

the studio is one, big space divided up using unpretentious

book shelves made out of thick plywood. Stuff everywhere:

books, magazines, models, tools   and big cardboards filled

with photos, sketches and text. The boards are part of the

BMD work culture, where people are encouraged to post

things as quickly as possible for others, not only team mem-

bers but across teams, to share and discuss. 

When asked about the agency’s processes and methods,

vice president of Development Jim Shedden referred to the

“Incomplete Manifesto for Growth”- 43 principles described

in the trendsetting monograph “Lifestyle” and added: “The

point of the manifesto is chaos. When we are embracing am-

biguity and paradoxes and know how to act then we are at

our best.” Jim Shedden does however refer to several not yet

documented, but well defined methods. One of them is the

Scenarios Workshop, which BMD often uses with companies

in need of a new identity. The idea is to prepare and docu-

ment different future scenarios for the client, and get them

thinking about possible future scenarios. “What if Ontario

Art Gallery (the client) was a temple of the arts - what  would

it be like? This is documented in text, in visuals - images,

sketches, and possibly a logo. Another scenario might be

“What if Ontario Art Gallery was a think tank?” The client

team is introduced to 4 5 different scenarios during the

workshop, which BMD then rework, according to the client

response. 

A source of inspiration
IDEO is one of the agencies that has been around the lon-

gest, and one of the first that began to describe and syste-

matize its approach to design. Classics like the “60 minute
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Figure 1: The burgeoning field of strategic design is splitting into 
an arts based and a scientific design approach. Both the arts 
based agencies and the scientific design agencies help their 
clients define problems and explore new opportunities at a 
strategic level - but in very different ways.

Source: SAKFriis, e-Types A/S & Learning Lab Denmark.
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brainstorm”, “Rapid prototyping” and “Empathetic Re-

search” have been trailblazers within the field, and have in-

fluenced the work processes of many design agencies and di-

visions. IDEO has divided the design process into 5 phases:

Observation, Brainstorming, Prototyping, Refining and Im-

plementing. IDEO has described a set of methods and tools

for each of these phases, which they use internally and toget-

her with their clients. 

In the observation phase the objective is to get a better un-

derstanding of the project, including information about the

client, the market, the users and possible developments

within the area of business concerned. As opposed to many

other agencies, IDEO has a firm belief that designers should

participate actively in research because when thus involved

they are often inspired by new insights, which can then be

applied later on in the design process. 

It is also typical of IDEO to include and learn from other

disciplines. Empathetic research is thus a collection of ap-

proaches, built on research methods from other fields such

as ethnography and anthropology. In IDEO’s version of em-

pathetic research, the focus is not so much on finding “all

the truths” as it is on finding one “truth”, which can then in-

spire new thinking and development. 

A good example is the agency’s work with the design of a

new toothbrush for children. Human factors specialists and

designers observed children and their parents in tooth brus-

hing situations, and discovered to their surprise that small

hands find it easier to grab and manoeuvre a thick tooth-

brush handle than a thin one. This led to the development of

the thick grip toothbrushes, which are seen everywhere

today. 

Another example of empathetic research is the “Character

Profiles”, where the team develop character profiles based on

the observations of real people. In this connection, IDEO has

developed a cheat sheet, where team members ponder ques-

tions about the characters profiled. Examples are “Next big

life event?”, “Hobbies & interests?” and “What fascinates you

about them?” The method is a useful way to bring target gro-

ups to life and start empathizing with their behaviour, values

and lifestyle.

Moving into the brainstorming phase, the IDEO “60 mi-

nute brainstorm” is probably one of the world’s best known

design methods. IDEO points out that most people think

they already know how to brainstorm, but in their experience

it takes continuous training. “If you want to keep in shape,

you have to exercise your brainstorming muscles more than

once a month,” says Tom Kelley, the general manager of

IDEO. 

The agency has developed seven rules for how to brain-

storm: 

1. Defer Judgment - don’t dismiss any ideas.

2. Build on the ideas of others. 

3. Encourage wild ideas.

4. Go for quantity - in a good session the 

team can get 100 ideas in 60 minutes.

5. Be visual - draw and write as you move along. 

6. Stay focused on the topic.

7. Stick to one conversation at a time. 

Brainstorms are fun, playful sessions where people can bring

material along for inspiration. The main point is not to get

the right idea   the main point is to get a large number of

ideas to work with..

The next step in the IDEO design process is “Rapid proto-

typing”, which is a playful way of moving projects forward

and an integrated part of IDEO work culture. The IDEO

workspaces are fun and playful places to be, with mock ups

and prototypes everywhere. Mocking up working models

helps teams visualize possible solutions and speeds up the

process of evaluation and innovation. IDEO encourages this

process and the use any materials available. Video clips are

used to make short movies to show consumer experiences.

Paper prototyping helps layout and evaluate interaction de-

sign concepts. Scenarios are ways of prototyping the context

of use for a product or service. Cardboard, plastic, Velcro,

foam, wood, existing products or technical devices   anything

goes when it comes to rapid prototyping. And this is really

the point: The initial prototypes are usually “quick and dirty”

to save time and realize mistakes and possibilities at as early

a stage as possible. 

From Fuzzy to Crystal Clear
Another pioneer within the scientific navigation space is Hu-

mantific, a strategic design agency in New York, which has

subdivided its activities into the consultancy business - Un-

derstandingLab - and the research and teaching division -

Next Design Leadership Institute. At NextD, separating pro-

cess from content is one of the essential prerequisites for un-

leashing creativity in teamwork. When teams do not have a

clear, common idea of how they are going to work and what

the process looks like confusion is apt to occur, and people

will get frustrated resulting in “a random break down of pro-

ductivity”.

The starting point of the NextD design process is to as-

sume that the client has NOT identified the real problem. It

is what they call a “fuzzy situation” - an invitation to become

aware of possible problems and opportunities. This is then

flowed by the second, “fact finding” phase, where as much

relevant information as needed is gathered, analyzed & eva-

luated. The third phase is known as  “problem definition”,



where methods are applied to identify the key challenges and

opportunities. The fourth phase is “idea finding”, which is

about generating possible solutions to the key challenge(s)

identified in phase three. In the fifth phase - “evaluate and

select” - ideas are narrowed down using a stringent set of cri-

teria. The solutions will at this point be easy to visualize and

communicate. In the sixth or “plan” phase the solution is

taken one step further towards implementation   for instan-

ce in the form of an action plan. “Gaining acceptance” is the

seventh phase. Here the solution is presented before moving

on to the eighth and final phase: “action” which is the final

part of implementation. Here the solution is created and

tested, and changes and adaptations will be made to ensure

that the plan works. 

One of the fundamental skills running through the above

described design process is the ability to distinguish between

divergence and convergence. The concept of divergence ver-

sus convergence is important in relation to creative proces-

ses. At NextD, active divergence is defined as the ability to ge-

nerate opportunities without applying judgment and analy-

sis. Active convergence, on the other hand, denotes the pro-

cess of selecting key alternatives from a broad range of pos-

sibilities. The concepts may be familiar to some, however

few know how to use them deliberately. The real skill lies in

keeping them separate, and in knowing when and how to use

them. Something which takes training, and which remains a

difficult skill to master.

Basadur and Applied Creativity
With explicit process skills teams know when to generate

ideas and when to evaluate them. They have the ability to re-

flect and act at a strategic level as well as produce prototypes

and experiment on a tactical level. These traits or talents

rarely come in one person alone, and the ability to bring

them into play in teamwork is thus another important skill in

strategic design work. Min Basadur, Innovation professor at

MacMaster University in Toronto and founder of the compa-

ny Basadur Applied Creativity, has developed a creative pro-

blem solving profile tool, which helps teams interact and

work together in creative processes. Basadur divides the vari-

ous approaches to creative problem solving into four catego-

ries: Generator, Conceptualizer, Optimizer and Implemen-

ter:

� The Generator is very interested in starting up the project,

and is very good at spotting opportunities and generating

new ideas, but is also prone to leave before the job is done.

� The Conceptualizer is focused on putting ideas together

and in understanding and outlining the problem. This

person will be reluctant to take action before the problem

and main thrust of the solution has been clearly defined. 

� The Optimizer is very keen on transforming abstract ideas

into action and specific plans. This person is generally

most comfortable with just one well defined solution, and

is not keen on ambiguities or multiple options.

� The Implementer is focused on getting the job done. This

person is very good at testing solutions and at making

sure that projects are properly finished.

The four profiles are valuable in different parts of a design

process and have the potential of supplementing each other

very well. According to Min Basadur, most people don’t even

realize that  we are different and will judge others from how

they experience the world themselves. This tool helps create

an understanding and respect for difference. 

Innovation in a fun way
Strategic design agencies are usually considered very playful

and inspiring collaboration partners - this might also have to

do with the fact that they recruit people from many different

professional backgrounds, who are passionate about what

they do. Many employees have two or three advanced degre-

es, which allows them to span several areas of competence

and many have playful interests outside the studio like kite

flying, playing in a band, painting, etc. 

At the Institute without Boundaries, the design program

at Bruce Mau Design, they explicitly advertise for candidates

with double interests or backgrounds - such as “an econo-

mist who is also an ecologist, an architect with a penchant

for poetry, a filmmaker who is a stand up comedian” or “a

musician with a background in photo journalism”. No won-

der that some of the largest corporations in the world like

their new collaborators, and often prefer them to number

crunching conventional consultants. 

Of course, strategic design agencies will eventually be jud-

ged by their clients’ return on investment. However, for now

at least, it seems, that they are being given plenty of oppor-

tunity to break the innovation code in the creative economy.

And for all we know their unconventional approach might

just be the answer.
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Parts of this article have been published in the latest issue 
of Learning Lab Denmark’s journal Quarterly.
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